tau lambda sigma alumni newsletter

throwbacK: Recruitment posters

what you’re up to

laura carel ( 294) kelly berry ( 405) carrie schoen ( 38)
v

On June first I moved to Maine for work. Since moving to maine I like to go tide pooling
(wading in tide pools to find ocean creatures), hiking, and on day trips to lighthouses. I work
as a pediatric speech language pathologist with developmentally disabled 3-5 year olds.
I’m loving Maine and loving my job!”
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For fun I like to travel whenever I can. Funny thing is the two most recent trips have
been with Truman friends including old roommates and TLS sisters. The most
recent vacation I went on was in April to Brazil. We spent a few days in Rio and a few
days on Ilha Grande. I relocated from St. Louis to Austin, TX about a year ago and
am loving my new city! I am as of recently a Financial Analyst for Emerson Process
Management out of Austin, TX. Previously I was an Auditor for Emerson Corporate in
St. Louis and had a unique opportunity to travel to some incredible places for my job.”

I’m in Thailand right now. It’s a three-week trip. For fun I like to run, cook, chase my
kids around, and travel. I’m a teacher and German-English translator. In October I’m
starting a new job as an English assistant at a big law firm in Munich, Germany, where
I live.”

recruitment prep

homecoming committee

what we’re up to

last semester, we created a completely new recruitment procedure in hopes of having a more
organized recruitment and to really get to know all our potential new members. here it is:

info night
Two (2) of each type of panel will be
set up for PNMs to proceed to. There
must be four (4) members at each
panel. Types of Panels:
Testimonials: to share member’s
experiences in TΛΣ and highlight
what TΛΣ means to them.
Pillars: to explain our three (3) pillars
and highlight their significance in our
organization.
TΛΣ History: to share our history
as an organization, highlighting our
accomplishments in the community.
Active Membership: to inform
PNMs of the requirements of being
an active member and also share
insight into how are sorority works
(i.e. officers, database, bigs and
littles).
Pledging ΤΛΣ: to provide information
on pledge requirements.

service/sisterhood interview night
The purpose of this
night of recruitment
is to highlight our
sororities emphasis on
sisterhood and service
and to learn what these
aspects mean to the
PNMs. There will be an
equal number of service
and social tables with
approximately even
amounts of members
at each table. Service
tables will consist
of hands on service
activities. Sisterhood
tables will consist
of question based
social games, with all
questions pre-approved
by the Vice President.

The purpose of this night
of recruitment is to gain
a better understanding of
each PNM's personality
with specific regards to
our pillars: uniqueness,
sisterhood and charity.
Tables will be set up with
members and PNMs evenly
distributed at each table.
The PNMs will travel to
each table for a set amount
of time, as determined
by the Vice President.
Members will interview
each group of PNMs with
regards to the night’s
purpose and may ask any
questions that adhere to
the Recruitment Code of
Conduct.

close interviews
The purpose of this night of
recruitment is to gain a better
understanding of each PNM's
character and possible contributions
to our sorority with specific regards
to our virtues: benevolence, strength,
and individuality. Groups of four
(4) members will be randomly
selected by the President and
assigned a table for the entirety
of the night. PNMs will be evenly
distributed throughout the tables
and interviewed for at least twentyfive minutes. Each PNM will rotate to
four (4) different tables by the end of
the night.
Members will interview the PNMs
with the regards to the night’s
purpose and may ask any questions
that adhere to the Recruitment Code
of Conduct.

we also created a recruitment committee of 14 members to help make recruitment run more efficiently.

Obligations:
To attend all nights of recruitment and recruitment voting.
To read over all PNM applications prior to Wednesday of recruitment.
To fairly and respectfully represent herself and her group in a concise manner during discussion.
To prepare and perform an informative skit demonstrating proper parliamentary and recruitment
procedure, with consultation from the Parliamentarian.

vice president: evie clark

“

I wanted to be VP
because it gave me
the chance to help lead
and grow the future of
TLS and I think that's
really neat, getting to
watch the new girls fall
in love with TLS and get
to watch them grow
and become awesome
members of our
sorority.

My goals are to bring
in a pledge class that
will be really dedicated
to what we stand for,
for myself to be able to
be a role model to the
new girls and also for
the sorority to welcome
them with open arms
and for all of us to be a
support system for one
another!

I’m excited to
meet all of the
girls during
recruitment, but
I’m nervous that
no one will like
me lol jk but I’m
nervous about the
new procedure
and this being
the first time it’s
actually used!”

“ “ “
alex carmack

I wanted to be on
Homecoming Committee
because I live for this week
every year. I want TLS to
really make a difference this
year on campus and with
our team. Our main goal
this semester is getting
in the top 3, so fingers
crossed! I think alumni
could really get involved by
sending their support and
even coming into town to
celebrate with us. I know
that the entire sorority and
team would be happy to
have them! Homecoming is
20 days away and counting
so GET EXCITED.”

katia pallais

I decided to be on HCC
because I saw that as an
opportunity to work with
a group of people in a
competitive environment
and at the same time serve
TLS and make HC a really
fun experience for everyone
involved. My main goal is to
be able to give TLS a variety of
activities they can get involved
in and meet new people as
well as share time with our
sisters while not forgetting
the competitive aspect of HC.
Alumni can support our team
by donating as little or as
much as they want to help us
reach our fundraising goal!”

jenny hoffman
Growing relationships with
new organizations and
strengthening sisterly bonds
within TLS is the reason I
wanted to to be a part of
HC committee. Plus I’m
a just slightly (okay a lot)
competetive. Goals for the
team would be to win of course
(or top 3 at least). But really
it’s just to make sure TLS/Phi
Delts/ Agros have the time of
their life that week and can look
back on it later and smile at
the memories made. I’m most
excited to see how we can all
come together as separate
organizations and become one
cohesive team for the week of
homecoming.”

homecoming prep

recruitment details:

info night “the adventure begins” 7 -9 pm @ VH 1000
sisterhood/service night: “exploring the essentials”
7-9 pm @ VH 1400
interview night: “exploring the essentials” 7-9 pm @
VH 1408
close interview night: “the final boarding call” 7-9 pm
pinning ceremony: 5 pm @ Baptist Student Union
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friday evening: “superhero training” movie night
saturday morning: “breakfast of champs” donut palace
satruday mid-morning: “save the planet” 1000 hills/grill &chill
saturday evening: “hall of justice dinner” pickler’s famous
sunday morning: “taste of victory” breakfast
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